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TIDEHUNTER
Brute, Warrior

Ravage Tidehunter can use Incapactiate as a double power action 
to make a close combat attack targeting all opposing characters 
within 4 squares on the same elevation level as Tidehunter. Hit 
characters can’t ignore pushing damage during this action.

ANCHOR SMASH (Quake)

Toughness

KRAKEN’S SHELL (Invulnerability)

Gush Tidehunter can use Penetrating/Psychic Blast and the 
Sharpshooter ability as if he had a range value of 4.
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POINT VALUE:

LORE: Tidehunter was once champion of the Sunken Isles, but his motives 
are as mysterious as those of his people.  Little is known of the submarine 
realm and the warring tribes of the Meranthic Diaspora. In the fragile treaties 
between Mer and Men, we can glimpse the extent of the drowned empires, 
but their politics is complex. Tidehunter grew weary of such petty strife and set 
off on his own, loyal only to his abyssal god, Maelrawn the Tentacular. He now 
stalks the shallows for Admiral Kunkka, long his nemesis for reasons lost to 
time and the deepest trenches of the sea.
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Tidehunter



LORE: A wiry silhouette hitches forward—uneven of feature and limb, 
relentlessly criss-crossing the battlefield in search of that vital weak point where 
his talents can do most good, and most harm. Whether broken or mismade it is 
not clear, but none can doubt the power carried in his twisted physique. A long 
staff thumps the earth as the Witch Doctor advances, deploying a terrifying 
arsenal of fetishes, hexes and spells. Witch Doctor is your best friend, or your 
worst enemy—healing allies and laying waste to all who oppose him.
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WITCH DOCTOR

Mystical

PARALYZING CASK (Incapacitate)

Voodoo Restoration Witch Doctor can use Regeneration. 
When he does, all adjacent friendly characters are healed as many 
clicks as Witch Doctor is healed.

Maledict Witch Doctor can use Outwit, but may only counter 
defense powers. When he does, after actions resolve roll a d6 and on 
a result of       -      , deal the targeted character 1 damage.
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Death Ward Give Witch Doctor a ranged combat action that 
deals no damage and targets a single opposing character. If the 
attack hits, he may make additional ranged combat attacks that deal 
no damage against the same target until he misses. Each of these 
additional attacks can’t be evaded, but modify the target’s defense 
value by +1 for each attack. After actions resolve, deal damage 
to the target equal to Witch Doctor’s damage value +1 for each 
additional attack that hit. If any successful attack roll was doubles 
during this action, that attack generates knock back.
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Witch Doctor



LORE: Faceless Void is a visitor from Claszureme, a realm outside of time. It 
remains a mystery why this being from another dimension believes the struggle 
for the Nemesis Stones is worth entering our physical plane, but apparently 
an upset in the balance of power in this world has repercussions in adjacent 
dimensions. Time means nothing to Faceless Void, except as a way to thwart 
his foes and aid his allies. Some say he is a splinter of time itself. His long-view 
of the cosmos has given him a remote, disconnected quality, although in battle 
he is quite capable of making it personal.
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FACELESS VOID

Warrior

Time Lock Whenever Faceless Void hits an opposing character 
with an attack, roll a d6. On a result of      , give that character an 
action token.

TIMEWALK (Charge)

Flurry

BACKTRACK (Super Senses)
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Chrono Sphere Once per game, give Faceless Void an epic 
action and all opposing characters within 4 squares are given up to 
2 action tokens. Placement of these action tokens does not cause 
pushing damage. After the resolution of this action, remove all action 
tokens from Faceless Void. 
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Faceless Void



LORE: Among denizens of the Underscape, Razor is the most feared. With 
his lightning whip, he patrols the Narrow Maze, that treacherous webwork of 
passages through which the souls of the dead are driven and sorted. Drifting 
above the Maze, Razor looks down on the baffled souls below and delivers 
jolts of scalding electricity to quicken their journey toward a luminous exit, 
or the endlessly dark pit. Razor is the eternal embodiment of a dominating 
power, abstract and almost clinical in his application of power. Yet his lordly air 
suggests that he takes great satisfaction in his work.
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RAZOR

Deity, Monster

Plasma Field Razor can use Pulse Wave. When he does, 
friendly characters are not affected by this use of Pulse Wave.
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Eye of the Storm Give Razor an epic action to make a ranged 
combat attack targeting the opposing character on the highest click 
number within range. For this attack, modify Razor’s attack and 
damage value by +1 for each action token assigned to the target. 

STATIC LINK (Steal Energy)

Unstable Current Razor can use the Mystics team ability. 
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Razor



LICH
Monster, Mystical

FROST BLAST (Incapacitate)

Chain Frost Give Lich a ranged combat action as if he had               
           . After actions resolve, he may make another ranged combat 
attack targeting up to 3 opposing characters that were not hit by the 
first attack but are within 3 squares and line of fire of a hit target. All 
hit characters from these attacks are dealt 1 penetrating damage and 
are given an action token.

Ice Armor Give Lich a power action and choose a friendly 
character within 3 squares and line of fire. Until the beginning of 
your next turn, the chosen character can use Toughness and any 
opposing character that attacks the chosen character with a close 
combat attack is given an action token after actions resolve.
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LORE: In life, Lich was a frost-mage who enslaved entire kingdoms.  In 
death, he lay bound and murdered in the deepest recesses of the black pool. 
There he rested until the geomancer Anhil thought to verify the legend of the 
pool’s bottomless depth. Anhil’s plumbline snared the ropes that bound the 
drowned magician, and up he hauled an unexpected prize. Thinking that by 
rendering the dead undead, he could question the Lich about the properties of 
the pool, he commenced a rite of resurrection. But he learned the error of his 
judgment as Lich threw off the shackles and froze him where he stood.
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Lich


